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About the Rising Powers Project 2021


This new project and website is one of the outcomes of the previous research project titled “The Contribution of Rising Turkey and the BRICS Countries to Global Governance: A Comparative Analysis”, which was supported by the Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK Project No. 114K783). After the successful completion of the above mentioned project, we decided to take it a step further and launch this new initiative: Rising Powers in Global Governance. Although our previous research project sowed the seeds of this initiative, Rising Powers in Global Governance Project advances the scope, content and means of the previous work and transforms it into a long-running platform that aims to become one of the main sources for the study of rising powers, global governance and pros and cons of Multipolarity by publishing research articles, opinion pieces, reports, policy briefs and seminar videos, which are all accessible to everyone. Therefore, Rising Powers in Global Governance Project is not only a new research project, but it is also a new platform that is interested in circulating different studies on related topics. In doing so, our new project seeks both to academically produce new findings on the one hand, and on the other hand to facilitate and circulate different works and opinions around the world.
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RISING POWERS QUARTERLY

Volume 4, Issue 1

The Fate of the Liberal International Order and Rising Powers










OPINION

	


Government Against Religion: New Threat to Religious & Spiritual Freedom in America?



15.12.2021







	

The Political Deconfliction of Russia and the United States in Afghanistan


	Prathamesh Karle
	Kashish Parpiani






	


Refocusing on the G20 Policy Agenda: Beyond the Summitry Show


	Jonathan Luckhurst








	


How did China Become the World’s Second Economic Power?


	Fatima-Zohra Er-Rafia








	


BRICS Innovations Lay Fertile Grounds for a Dynamic Enterprising Future


	Ahmad Shikara








	


Jair Bolsonaro: the Brazilian Trump-Duterte mashup


	Déborah Barros Leal Farias















Events & Announcements

	
Dec
02

Call for Papers

Announcement Regarding New Changes in Rising Power Quarterly


	
Jun
28

Call for Papers

Contending Issues of Global Governance














Most Read Articles

	


India’s Pursuit of United Nations Security Council Reforms

Introduction In a truly “historic” move to reforming global governance in the arena of international peace and security, the 193 member-United Nations adopted a consensus resolution in its 69th General Assembly on September 14, 2015 to move from Inter-Governmental Negotiations (IGN) to a Text-Based Negotiations (TBN) process for reforming the United Nations Security Council. Welcoming…


	
	Manish S. Dabhade





27.11.2017







	


Ethiopia, Berbera Port and the Shifting Balance of Power in the Horn of Africa

Introduction The recent intensification of involvement in the Horn of Africa’s coastal zone by the Gulf Arab States has led to the surge in development activities at ports in the region. These have coincided with various actions taken by Horn of Africa states to affect the regional distribution of power to their advantage. This includes…


	
	Brendon J. Cannon
	Ash Rossiter





4.01.2018







	


Russia’s Renewed Interests in the Horn of Africa As a Traditional and Rising Power

Introduction The Horn of Africa is both geographical and political expression. In general geographical meaning, consists of rhino-horn shaped part of Northeast Africa countries, including Ethiopia, Somalia, Djibouti and Eritrea. However, geopolitics enlarges the definition of Horn to “the Greater Horn” by attaching Kenya, Uganda, Sudan and South Sudan. This paper will addresses to ‘the…


	
	Mehmet Cem Oğultürk





27.02.2017







	


China as a Rising Power versus the US-led World Order

Introduction World order refers to dominant values, rules, and norms that define the terms of global governance and give shape and substance to international society at any given time. Historically, great powers have been the rule-makers of world order to reflect their values and interests, weak states the takers, and dissatisfied emerging powers the breakers,…


	
	Suisheng Zhao





30.07.2016
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